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The Antiapithy Awards Luncheon was a major success thanks to both Jamie and
Student Senate’s help. It took about 3 months to plan this event, from organizing a decent
meal to making sure that the Use of Facilities was in place for the event. During Easter
vacation, Jamie and I have been communicating via e-mail, which included the Campus
Student Choice Award quotes and finalizing RSVPS for the luncheon. After returning
from vacation, Jamie and I met on Friday, April 17th to make the seatting chart. This
morning, Jamie, Josh and I did a walk through on the stage, to make sure that tables were
in place and we met up with food services, who took care of placing fancy tablecloths on
the table. After this was done, a student worker from the Dean of Students Office placed
flowers on the table and made the room look nice.
At noon, I started the Awards Ceremony by welcoming and thanking everyone for
their attendance, including several board members. The following people were awarded
during the event:
Susan Ayers- Tehama Campus Secretary
Mary Bailey- Instructional Paraprofessional for DSPS
Dr. Keith Brookshaw- Dean of Students
Ken Cooper- Instructional Paraprofessional for DSPS
Dr. Divan Fard- Chemistry Instructor
Shandy Pendley- Sign Language Instructor
Pamela Spoto- English Instructor
Rhonda Nehr- Security Supervisor
John Livingston- Heavy Equipment Instructor.
It is also noted that John Livingston received the Campus Student Choice Award
for his passion of teaching and helping students through hard times and giving them
motivation.
The only thing left is to take the plaque to the awards shop to we can get the
names engraved. I was suppose to do this last Friday, but the plaque is bolted to the
wall and a work order needsd to be submitted to Physical Plant so that the plaque
can be taken down. Once this has occurred, I am going to make an appointment
with our advisor, Dr. Brookshaw to see if we can run into town to take the plaque.
To get the names engraved. It was a joy to be the Shared Governance Officer and I
hope to remain in this capacity for the following school year.

